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NEW QUESTION: 1
Dial tone indicates the switch is ready for:
A. Auto attendant answering.
B. Immediate MF outpulsing.
C. Beginning of billing.
D. Reception of DTMF or dial pulse address information.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A solution architect recommends an HPE Serviceguard Extension

for SAP (SGeSAP) for a new HPE
ConvergedSystem 500 Scale-out deployment. Is this a
characteristic of SGeSAP? SGeSAP requires HPE
Data Protector for high availability.
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the purpose of multi-stage builds?
A. Better caching when building Docker images
B. Faster image builds by allowing parallel execution of Docker
builds
C. Optimizing images by copying artifacts selectively from
previous stages
D. Better logical separation of Dockerfile instructions for
better readability
Answer: C
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